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SIMPLIFIED SCHEME FOR RADIOACTIVE PLUME CALCULATIONS* 
T. A. Gibson and D. N. Montan 

Lawrence Livermore Laboratory, University of California 
P. 0. Box 808, Livermore, California 9^550 

Abstract 
A simplified mathematical scheme to estimate external whole body gamma radiation ex

posure rates /rom gaseous radioactive plumes was developed for the Rio Blanco Gas Field 
Nuclear stimulation Experiment. The method enables one to calculate swiftly, in the 
field, downwind exposure rates knowing the meteorological conditions and gamma radiation 
exposure "ates measured by detectors positioned near the plume source. The method is 
straightforward and easy to use under field conditions without the help of mini-computers. 
It is applicable to a wide range of radioactive plume situations. It should be noted that 
the Rio Blanco experiment was detonated on May 17, 1973, and no seep or release of radio
active material occurred. 

Introduction 
During preparations for the Joint industry-government Rio Blanco^1' gas field stimu

lation by nuclear explosives experiment, It became apparent that no one had evolved a 
slmnie and quick calculational scheme for field use to estimate downwind gamma exposure 
rat.'S arising from a seep or leak of radioactive gas from the well head. We have devel
oped such a scheme. The mathematical approach Is applicable to many situations in which 
one measures a radioactive plume near its source and desires to estimate gamma radiation 
exposure rates to people at a distance downwind. Therefore, we feel it Is worthwhile to 
document our calculational method. It should be noted that the Rio Blanco experiment was 
detonated on May 17, 1973, and no seep or release of radioactive material occurred. The 
intentional burning and flaring of natural gas about six months later did release low-
level tritiated gas and krypton-85 gas into the atmosphere.(2) 

The mathematical treatment for three situations will be presented. In each instance, 
we depend upon a gamma radiation exposure rate measured by a detector located near the 
source of the radiation plume. With this information and other readily available param
eters, one can, in a short period of time, estimate the gamma radiation exposure rate 
which would be experienced by individuals engulfed by the radioactive plume for distances 
of interest downwind (this typically might be 10 to 30 km away). Our solution involves 
the analytical equations that pertain. However, In developing a final worksheet to aid in 
making the calculations, we have made some simplifying assumptions. 
Situation I: RAMS detector directly over well head; for external whole body gamma expo

sure rate: 
a) A remote area monitoring system CRAMS) detector Is positioned directly over the well 

head, and a wind is blowing. Figure 1 shows the geometry and concept of the problem. 
At the well head, the gamma photon flux rate seen by the RAMS detector Is a function 
of 

* w = fCu, Q). (1) 
At the downwind location, the gamma photon flux rate seen by a person, the receptor, 
is a function of 

*R - f ("> X, Q) (2) 
where: « = wind speed, 

Q = radioactive gas seep (leak) expressed as a source producing gamma-ray 
photons per unit time squared, 

X = atmospheric dispersion. 
We will now develop a ratio between tf>y and $R. The parameters u and Q are common to 

both. This means we assume that wind speed, u, is constant over the whole area and that 
radioactive decay is Ignored. Radioactive decay can be put back into the problem later 
If warranted. 

We do this because in the field situation, we will have radiation measurements only 
from the RAMS. Atmospheric dispersion can be estimated from curves in some standard text 
(I.e., Turner's "Workbook of Atmospheric Dispersion Estimates")^) for the meteorology on 
the day a downwind exposure rate prediction is needed. Knowing the RAMS at the well head 
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readings, we can then estimate the exposure 
rate for a human under and in the cloud at a 
given distance downwind because this will be 
in the same ratio to the well head RAMS expo
sure rate as ^W/IJIR. 

Flux rate at well head RAMS (line source 
condition) (vertical cross section view): 

/ 

Detector (RAMS) 

6 = »/2 radic 

/ 
y—Rodtoactfve 

line source 

Q = gamma photons per unit time'- from seep 
or leak 

u = wind speed 
Sij = line source linear density 
*W = gamma flux ratei photons per unit tine 

per unit area seen by well head RAMS 
from the line source. 

Fig. 1. Line source at well head ex
ternal whole body gamma exposure 
rate (vertical cross-section 
view). 

If we ignore air attenuation of gamma rays from line source to detector ("a" for our 
situation was only 3 meters) tnen> 

6'tf =(SL/4Tia) e Dimensions: photons/(length)2 time 
but SL = Q/u Dimensions: photons/length tine 
and 9 = TT/2 Dimensions: dimensionless 
so $ w =<Q/u)(l/i|TTa}(ir/2) = (QAOU/8a). 

c) Flux rate at location of person downwind (vertical cross section view) 
rLarge radioactive cloud 

(3) 

<1) 

X - gamma photons emitted per unit volume of 
cloud per unit time at distance of in
terest downwind after dispersion by the 
atmosphere, 

Vi(en) = energy absorption coefficient in air 
for gamma rays (not the total coef
ficient which includes scattrvjng). 

At this distance our cloud has grown to a 
size large in comparison to the absorption 
mean free path of the ga.mma rays. Thus, we 
can reason that our receptor is exposed to 

one-half of an infinite cloud, and the flux rate at the downwind location is 
(5) 

(6) 

(?) 

<PR = (l/2)(x/u(en)) • Dimensions: photons/Qength)2 time 
d) Ratio of flux rate at well head to flux rate afc downwind location: 

*W/*B " (CQAO(l/8a)/l/2f:x/u(en>;)) 
and 

Let u(en) = u. V*R = Mxu/QHa/y). 
e) Adaptation for use in a field situation: 

To apply thi3 to the "in the field" operational situation for the Rio Blanco experiment, we consider the following simplifying approximations. Values or [u(en)/p_l for 



air (p being the density of air) are fairly constant at about 0.03 cm2/gram for gamma-
ray energies from about 0.06 MeV up tc around 2 MeV which is the energy range of in
terest. The density of air at the Rio.Blanco elevation can be taken to be 1 x 10-3 
grams/cm3. Thus, ufen) = 3 x 10-5 ejn**A; and a suitable value for l/tu(en)] is 1/3 x 
10^ meters. We also note that values of the term (;<u/Q) are plotted as a function of 
downwind distance for various atmospheric stability categories in Turner's Workbook 
The distance "a" for our case was 3 meters. 
Therefore, we can relate the exposure rate at a particular distance downwind engulfed 

by the cloud to the well head RAMS exposure rate by the equation: 
(8) ER R = ER W (xu/Q) H x 103 

ER R = exposure rate (say in mR/hr) at receptor for a particular distance 
downwind, 

ERX{ = exposure rate (also in mR/hr} as determined by the well head HAMS. 
value 
of m"' 

* x 10^= product o f 3 Cl/u(en)3 in units of nr. (9) 
We comment that the above final equation is simple. Estimates suitable for field use can 
bft calculated in a very short time. 
Situation I I : RAMS detectors placed in an arc around well head; for external whole-body 

gamma exposure rates: 

a) Flux rate at arc RAMS (line source condition): 
The flux rate at the arc RAMS Is*1*' Geometry in Plan View 

—Radioactive line source *A = (SLAira)[F(Tr/2,b) + P (ei,b)J (10) 
6 

F(B,b) = fe~b s e c 0d6 

b <= au(en) z./\ 
(i.e., the distance "a" expressed as multiples 
of the absorption mean free path, X). f 

I LRAMC Values of the function F(8, bl can be found 
V-Wellhead w plotted in numerous places. CM If Q1 is not 
too different from TT/2, then a not too large error Is introduced by letting 6̂  --* u/2. For 
our Rio Blanco Geometry, the error so introduced amounted to, at most, 15J. By calling 
e^ = tf/2, the expression for the arc RAMS flux rate becomes *A = SL/2«a FCti/2, au). (11) 
b) Ratio of flux rate at arc RAMS to flux rate at downwind location for Situation II be

comes : 

* A / * R = Q/ u CF(ir/2, ay)/2Tia] (2u/x> 

and 
•R/*A* [*/F(ir/2,aji>] (x"/Q) (a/u). 

c) Adaptation for uce in a field s i tuat ion: 

(12) 

(13) 

Making use of the same considerations as those employed for Situation I, we can re
late the exposure rate at a particular distance downwind engulfed by the cloud to the 
arc RAMS exposure rate by the equation (note: TT = 3): 

ERB= ER A (XU/Q) f>a/F(Tr/2,t>):) 1/3 x 103 (Ik) 

exposure rate at receptor for a particular distance downwind, 



ER» exposure rate as determined by an arc RAMS, 
(xu/Q) = value for distance of interest taken from Turner's curves in units of m~ 2, 

a = perpendicular distance in meters from arc RAMS to line source from separate 
plot of wind direction at well head and RAMS array around well head. 

b = au = a/333 
F(-n/_,t,) = value taken from graph for 90° and value of b. 
We comment that this equation is also simple and easy to use in the field. 

Situation III: No wind case: 
A friendly colleague and critic commented at this point "'Juppose there is no wind, and 
the seep of radioactive gas forms a bubble over the well head? Vlhat do you do?" The 
flippant answer is, "it matters not, If the wind is not b?owing, the cloud does not 
move downwind; and no one is exposed to radiation downwind." 
In a more serious velnj the problem can be solved in terms .,f a not complex equation 
so that an estimate of the seep rate in gamma curies per unit time can be estimated 
frott the well head RAMS and arc RAMS readings. (An estimate of the seep rate can also 
be calculated for the previous two cases, Situation I and Situation II, in a straight
forward manner.) 

A. Seep considered to produce hemisphere of radioactive gas around well head. 
Geometry of Problem 

(vertical cross-section view): 

Radioactive gas cloud 

Ground level 

RAMS o^er cellar sees radiation from lo
cation in center of cloud. 
RAMS up or down the valley sees radiation 
from location outside if cloud until 
cl^ud grows large enough to engulf the 
RAKS. 

Problem will be set up and worked using the geometry of a full sphere. 
1. RAMS at center of radioactive cloud: 

r = radius of sphere 
$•./ = flux in photons/length2 time 
Q = source inside sphere in photons/time 

* w - [ Q / ( V 3 * r 3 > 3 U / u ) (1 - e-**/>) 
A = 1/u = l o V 3 meters For Rio Blanco a i r 

$ M * (Q/Jnr r2) ( 3 / p r ) '.1 - e""**) . 

(15) 

(16) 

RAMS away from radioactive cloud at emplacement well. 
a) For distance (large) where radioactivity aots like a point source for the 

RAMS: 
Point Source- »-RAMS (17) 

*A - (Q/4ITR2) e " H ^ A . 



D) Por distance for RAMS where point source solution is not valid (see Appendix): 

( I B ) 

R > r 

<t>A = Q / ^ T T R 2 • A t t 

Attn = (3/2)(nR/pr) | l/ur[E2(uR+MrO+E2(uR-ur) J+[l/(vr)2][E3(iiR+ur)-E3(uR-ur):][ 
where: E 2 is exponential integral of second order, 

E, is exponential Integral of third order. 
To obtain an estimate of the half spherical radioactive cloud radius, a curve Is 

prepared beforehand of the ratio of well head RAMS readings to arc RAMS readings versus 
cloud radius (see Fig. 2). 

Then by using Pigs. 2 and 3 and RAMS readings at different times as the seep contin
ues, pn estimate of the gamma curie release rate can be calculated in the field by using 
the fallowing equation: 

Flux at well head RAMS from hemisphere = 1/2 <|>w = 4>i/2w> 
<J>1/2W = l/2(Q/iiTir2)C3/lir)(l-e-l,r) (19) 

(20) 

J , 

: p i g . 2 . Rio Blanco No-wind case -
r a d i o a c t i v e hemispher ica l c loud . 

100 200 300 400 500 600 700 
r = Cloud radius — m 

F i g . 3-



?. '1 ; meters" 1 for- r.tr i-laric: a!:*, 
X U 1 ' 1 v rlvr in? '?cc = i Ci, 
V p!u">i 0!'.r./£:oo- *:rr = I-.:' '•.:•, 

Q[curies] = *1/iW[:-.R/hr]^ri::-.": ]u[m"i]/Cl-t?",,!*7 -''5.* x 1 C / ; . : x K i 0 , U l ) 
QCcuries] = ,well her.a PAMS in nS/hr) r3/(l-.?~p-'? 3-' x :i"~'- , (22) 
where r = ra-iius af hemisphere In meters from ?!•-. . . 

The expression for the fiux r-utsido a s^horl^a". so-irce joes ::?t arpear in most works 
concerning radiation dosimetry. Pi*._:~eral :l ' ' rlvcp .ir. irr.erral representation, tut does 
not evaluate the integral. !:is eq-at lor. (wi:!. our r.one::? 1 at-ire ) t.s 

C=Q/2I\ J I--, iu!'.-uc )-'±- (uK+ur^J oar-. CA-1) 
V.'e t hus r e q u i r e at: i n t e g r a l of the form 

/ x E j U x + b U x . (A-2) 

Lipcn i n t e g r a t i o n by p a r t s D:id 'jse cf an exponen t i a l l a t e r a l recurrer .ee r e l a t i o n ; ' ' 

( a /dK; [£ R Cx)] = - ^ r . - : - x ) » (A-3) 
the gene ra l forn 

yy.S n (ax+b)dx = -Cx) /a E n + 1 C a x + t )-I l / i ' ) E . , + ? ( a x + b ) ik-'*) 

i s o b t a i n e d . This and many o the r i n t e g r a l s i nvo lv ing the exror .er . t ia l I n t e g r a l s a re a l s o 
given by LeCaine . t c ) 

Using t h i s form in the flux equa t ion reives t he r e s u l t 

<Ji=Q/1;rR2.3/2.pRAir { l / u r [i^CuP.+ur) +E 2 (uR-ur ) ] + l / ( u : - ) 1 U j (uR+jir; - E 3 (uR-ur) j }. ( A - 5 ) 

3y use of t he r ecu r rence r e l a t i o n ^ ) 

E n ( x ) = 1/n-l C e " x - x E n _ 3 ( x ) ] , (A-6) 

the above equation could be reduced to terms involving enly the first-order exponential 
integral and exponential functions. However, with the availability of tables rV the 
higher order exponential integrals,'5 ' the above form seems more convenient. 
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